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Evolution of neural organization in a hydra-like animatBen Jones, Yaohu Jin, Bernhard Sendho�, Xin YaoMay 12, 2009Neural systems have a phylogeneti and ontogeneti history whih we an exploit to better understandtheir struture and organization. In order to re�et this evolutionary in�uene in our analysis, we have tobreak down the overall funtional bene�t (from an evolutionary perspetive within a ertain nihe) of a neuralsystem into properties whih are more onstrutive and whih lead diretly to onstraints of a developingneural system. We therefore take the stane that all advaned neural organization an be traed bak to aommon anestor from whih major evolutionary transitions provided innovation and ultimately, survivability.In the literature, this organism is often onsidered to be a hydra-like organism with a radially symmetribody plan and a di�use nerve net, sine an atual freshwater hydra is phylogenetially the simplest biologialorganism having suh features. For this reason, we also adopt the freshwater hydra as a model organism. Ourobjetive for this researh has been to understand the organizational priniples behind wiring brain networksas a foundation of natural intelligene and our guiding hypothesis has been that neural arhiteture has likelyevolved to maximize the e�ieny of information proessing. The simulation environment whih we havedevised is based on a three dimensional ylindrial animat. It further adopts a network of integrate and �respiking neurons simulated by the Neural Simulation Toolkit (NEST) whih serves to provide rudimentary`wobbling' movements. The arhiteture of this network (neuron loalities) is evolved to minimize energy loss(or maximize its onservation) and maximize funtional advantage whih is to ause the animat to ath foodpartiles falling from the top of the environment. This funtional advantage both utilises energy due to thespiking network and gains energy whenever a food partile is aught (note that a unit of energy is expendedwhenever a neuron spikes, and the magnitude of this loss is further proportional to the onnetion length).Therefore, the task is essentially about a trade-o� between energy loss and energy gain. Over a proess of1



simulated evolution, we observe that the neural arhiteture emerges, (i), to a�ord maximal funtional bene�t(that of obtaining food partiles) and (ii), with an innovative minimalisti struture, in whih motor neurons,whih are part of the nerve net, arrange themselves to be proximal to the sensory neurons loated around thehead of the animat. This result �rstly shows how the e�ieny of information proessing is diretly related toneural arhiteture: losely onneted neurons expend less energy as well as providing funtional advantage.This �nding suggests that evolution an disover e�ient information proessing through neural arhitetureadaptation. Seondly, lifetime arhitetural perturbations of the neurons whih we further introdue to re�etmore losely the ontinual movements of neural ells in real hydra, are seen to inrease the prevalene of thisstruture that promotes e�ieny. The latter result indiates that a system an beome robust to inherentlifetime plastiity by essentially strengthening the feature whih helps its survival. Suh robustness is anemerged property and omes about entirely as a by-produt of evolution.
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